COMPONENT 1 – CORE

1) Does the core component apply to total salary, academic and clinical (which is funded from the practice plan)?

Yes, the core component applies to total salary including the clinical salary. The Department is responsible for providing the core salary to a faculty member even if the person’s effort is 100% clinical.

For example, consider a full time faculty physician at the rank of full professor who is 100% clinical and on the clinical compensation model is making $40,000. The department is responsible for bringing the faculty member’s salary up to $80,000.

COMPONENT 2 – ADJUSTABLE SALARY

2) Does the 10% decrease limit per year apply to the clinical salary paid from the practice plan as well as the academic salary?

The 10% decrease limit per year only applies to the academic salary. The clinical salary is set at the discretion of the practice plan and will vary based on the clinical compensation plan of the practice plan.

3) If a faculty member changes effort assignment to have an increase of clinical effort and a decrease of academic effort, is this change limited to 10% of the academic effort due to the limit on decreasing adjustable salary by 10%? For example, if a faculty member is 60% academic and 40% clinical and then wants to increase the clinical effort to 100% which would entail reducing the academic effort by 60%, can she do this?

The requirement of 10% decrease limit on academic salary applies to the salary rate. It does not apply to a change in effort. For example, consider a faculty who makes $220K in total salary based on $120,000 derived from 60% research and education effort at an AAMC benchmark of $200K per year plus 40% effort clinically (from the practice plan) that contributes another $100K for a total of $220,000. If this faculty member changes her effort to 25% academic and 75% clinical, the academic component would change to $50,000 (25% of $200,000) and the clinical component would increase. The academic component would go down more than 10% because of the change in effort. On the other hand if this faculty member’s academic compensation was to decrease for performance reasons, the decrease would be limited to 10% of the academic portion of pay; namely 10% of $120K or $12K.

4) Is there a limit to the increase in adjustable salary for high performing faculty?

For high performing faculty, the increase in the adjustable salary can be as high as allowed by applicable federal and University guidelines and that is affordable for the department. The plan does not put a cap on the increase in the adjustable salary. However, the department, as a whole,
must adhere to the University’s annual salary guidelines in determining salary increases and decreases.

5) Who determines the amount of the increase and decrease in adjustable salary?

The increase and decrease in the adjustable salary is determined by the productivity and quality expectations set by the Chair or Regional Medical Education Center (or his/her designee) and University compensation budget guidelines.

6) What determines an increase or decrease in the salary for clinical effort?

For faculty who provide clinical care to patients, the adjustable salary component can increase or decrease based on the practice plan’s productivity and quality expectations. This salary component is not guaranteed and set at the discretion of the practice plan.

7) If the adjustable salary is decreased below 10% (a 10% decrease a year over a few years) can it be brought up to more than 10% in one year if performance justifies the increase?

If salary is decreased below 10% over a few years, it can be brought back up to more than 10% if the situation and faculty performance justifies doing so and the increase adheres to University policy.

8) What is the timing and process for increasing or decreasing the adjustable salary?

Faculty evaluations will be done January through March of each year. The Chair or Regional Medical Education Center will recommend changes in base salary based on the faculty evaluations. During April and May, the Chair or Center Director will incorporate the recommended salary changes, adhering to the University salary budget guidelines, in the next fiscal year’s budget. The approved salary adjustments will be seen in the faculty member’s July paycheck.

9) Must the department adhere to the University salary guidelines?

Yes, the department’s total change in salary from one year to the next must adhere to the University salary guidelines. For example, if the University salary guideline is a 3% increase for the department as a whole, then for a Chair to give one faculty member a 10% increase, other faculty members must receive a smaller, no increase or a decrease so that the department’s total salaries do not increase by more than 3%.

**COMPONENT 4 - BONUS**

10) How are bonus amounts determined? What are the criteria for being eligible for a bonus?

Bonus amounts and criteria for receiving bonuses are based on each department’s approved bonus plan. It is important that the department have submitted a bonus plan to the University and that this plan is approved.
11) When can bonuses be given to faculty?

As long as the department has a bonus plan approved by the Dean and campus, bonuses can be given to faculty at any time during the year. Bonuses are given to faculty as “supplemental payments”. No benefits accrue on the bonus. The Chair approves the bonus and sends the request to the Dean’s office. The Dean’s office approves and forwards to campus for approval and processing.

12) Does the policy require a certain percentage of salary coverage on grants?

Yes. Per the IUSM Faculty Effort Guidelines, the goal for faculty members with research expectations is to fund 80% of their designated research effort through grants after the startup period is concluded. The minimum expectation for faculty members with research expectations is to fund 60% of their designated research effort through grants after the faculty member’s startup period is concluded.

For example, if a faculty member has 70% designated as research effort, 25% designated as education effort, and 5% as service effort, then the goal for that faculty member would be to fund 80% of the 70% research effort or 56% of total compensation. The minimum expectation for this faculty member would be to fund 60% of the 70% research effort, or 42% of total compensation.

13) Does this funding expectation include salary and fringe?

Yes, up to the NIH cap

14) What is a typical research effort allocation for research intensive faculty members?

The usual research effort allocation for research intensive faculty (i.e., those with research as their area of excellence) is .70FTE to .80FTE, depending on the department and other individual factors.

15) I hold an endowed professorship that supports a percentage of my salary. Does this salary support count toward meeting the expectations for extramural funding?

The IUSM Faculty Effort Guidelines state, “To support their research, faculty members are expected to obtain funding from external granting agencies, such as NIH or other federal agencies, foundations, contracts for clinical trials or other private or industry sources, and research endowments.” Endowments are considered external to department funds, thus salary supported through an endowed professorship does count toward meeting expectations for external funding.
16) How do the research funding expectations apply to investigators holding VA appointments?

A faculty member’s designated research effort should be determined based on the total percent of time allocated to research regardless of how much of that person’s time is funded by the VA. However, because the school does not have purview over VA compensation, any changes in compensation would need to be applied to compensation paid by Indiana University.

17) Is deficiency in funding from extramural grants sufficient to be given an unsatisfactory annual faculty review in the presence of outstanding performance in publications, teaching, and service?

Research funding is an important factor in determining whether a faculty member’s performance is satisfactory, but it is not the only factor. Chairs and directors should consider performance across all mission areas to inform their annual review decisions. That is, the annual review should reflect a more holistic assessment across research, teaching, service, administrative work, and professionalism/citizenship.

18) How do I know what my effort allocations are? Who sets the effort allocations?

Your individual effort allocations will be determined through discussion with your chair or center director each year during your annual faculty review or whenever there is a change in effort assignments. Each department and center will be expected to develop its own faculty effort policy that reflects responsibilities specific to their units and submit these to the Office of Faculty Affairs and Professional Development. There should be a mutual understanding between each faculty member and his/her chair or director regarding individual effort allocations and expectations in each applicable mission area.

Other

19) Who will provide oversight of the Compensation Plan?

An ad hoc Compensation Policy Oversight Committee has been established to oversee the compensation plan. The committee will be charged with reviewing the plan on an annual basis to ensure that it is current and relevant, including a review of the core salary amounts. The committee will consist of a clinical department chair; a basic science department chair; a regional medical education center director; a department administrator; a representative from the Dean’s Office of Administrative Services; a representative from the Dean’s Office of Faculty Affairs and Professional Development; and one at large faculty member appointed by the Executive Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs and Professional Development in consultation with the President of the Faculty Steering Committee. The committee will advise the faculty grievance committee on grievances relating to the application of the Compensation Policy. The committee members will serve for three years.
20) Who does a faculty member go to if s/he wants to appeal the application of the policy to their individual situation?

_The faculty member should follow the IUSM grievance process, which can be found on the website of the Dean’s Office for Faculty Affairs and Professional Development. If the grievance specifically involves the application of the compensation policy, then the administration handling the grievance will obtain input from the Compensation Policy Oversight Committee._

21) Is the department chair required to comply with the IUSM Compensation Principles and Policy?

Yes.

22) Does the IUSM Compensation Principles and Policy apply only to new hires?

_No. The IUSM Compensation Principles and Policy applies to all faculty members._